
 

 

Tray Lidding Superior Seal Integrity 
We specialise in Tray lidding suitable for all meat, poultry, 

fish, vegetables and ready-made meal products. Our high 

performance peelable, lockup and aluminium tray lidding 

is available with a wide sealing range for all substrates and 

the option of our AM+ anti-mist layer for a much higher 

clarity.   

 

Types of Lidding Films  

Peelable Tray Lidding 

 ARCPET® seals to APET, RPET &CPET 

 Peelable hot and cold 

 Self-venting which means there is no need to pierce the film 

 

Lockup Tray Lidding 

 Seals to A,R,C PET Trays 

 Dual ovenable which means they can be used in a microwave and conventional 

oven 

 Option of our permanent high performance anti-mist layer. Our coating does not 

interfere with seal integrity. 

 

Aluminium Tray Lidding 

 Superior seal integrity to all foil trays including I2R, Jenna and Nichil 

 Strong peel and seal suitable or all fish. poultry, red meat and prepared meals 

 Option of our permanent high performance anti-mist coating that does not interfere 

with seal integrity 
 

Film Type Tray Type Printable Peel 

Strength 

Anti-

Mist 

Ovenable Seal 

Integrity 

ALAM+ Aluminium Yes Peelable 

to Lockup 

Yes No Excellent 

       TDH A, R, C PET Yes Peelable Yes Dual Excellent 

TDH V4 A, R, C PET Yes Burst Peel Yes Dual Excellent 

TCT A, R, C PET Yes Lockup Yes Dual Excellent 

       M’Steam PP Yes Lockup Yes Dual Excellent 

       ARC Pet 

45 Oven 

Cook Top 

Web 

Thermoformable 

Top Web 

Yes Peelable 

when hot 

No Dual Excellent 

ARC PET 

145 Oven 

Cook Base 

Web 

Thermoformable 

Base Web 

Yes Peelable 

when hot 

No Dual Excellent 
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M’steam® Diamond Retort 
The Convenient & Consistent Way to Steam Cook Food 

 

Our Steam Cook Film for microwave and conventional 

ovens provides a perfectly controlled cooking environment 

to give you perfect results every time you cook. Our 

M’Steam® film is a laminated flexible packaging material 

designed to use as a steam release film with PP Tray and 

PA/PP lined thermoformed in microwave ovens. It is a low 

oxygen transmission film which maintains freshness for your 

product. Due to the multiple layers your printed artwork is 

secure and has no contact with the product or outside 

environment. Materials have been independently tested 

by Campden BRI for microwave cooking. 

 

Key Benefits  

 

 Excellent seal integrity / peelable after cooking 

 No need to pierce film 

 Packs on existing production lines e.g. Sealpac, Mondini, 

ProSeal, Pack Automation, Multivac. 

 Hermetically sealed – unlike other Steam Film Applications 

M’Steam® maintains the barrier you require 

 Reduces risk of cross contamination during cooking 

 Steam cooking retains flavour and vitamins 

 Printed version available 

 Suitable for post pack pasteurisation 

 Suitable for freezing to -22°C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit 
www.alertpackaging.com 

Request a Sample 

T: 01 286 0300 

E: sales@alertpackaging.ie 


